October's Samplers of the Month

Framed or finished as a cushion, this tiny, tiny sampler (62s x 51h) from Tracy/Hands to Work is a most charming and whimsical design.
Our framed model of "Forbeare Not Sowing" has been stitched on Lakeside 's 40-count linen with Belle Soie ~ the beautiful handgrained frame was done especially for this project by CathyCampbell/Primitive Traditions from the last of her moulding stock that
remained from her previous life, and we were thrilled to be able to offer it as part of our October Sampler of the Month.
During October you may save 15% on your purchase of the following: chart and linen ($15) + silks ($39) AND/OR + frame ($38).
Please specify the linen count when ordering. If your choice is 32c, we do not have this frame style to fit it, but will be happy to
substitute another.

A Word About Order Cancellations
It is generally not my policy to require deposits on your orders, particularly when you have done business with us
before and when it's an item that we carry in our regular inventory. So that makes it a trust relationship for both
of us. When a call is placed to verify credit card information because your ordered item is in is NOT the time to

cancel the order.
The next period of time, and we all hope that it isn't protracted, looks like it will present challenges for all of us.
Carrying your cancelled order in inventory may seem like no big deal to you, but when it happens several times in
the same week, and on high-ticket items for which there is already in-store inventory, it ties up inventory dollars

and is unfair to everyone. Currently I do not plan to change my deposit policy, but I hope that you will

understand if it becomes necessary to modify that policy.
I always appreciate your patronage, but during the uncertain times ahead we will continue to make every effort to
provide a selection of things that we love in this passion that we all share. I don't know about you, but for me
needlework works its magic almost as good as comfort food like Betsy's delicious sloppy Joe's or Rhonda's
chocolate chip cookies.

What's New in the Shop

So much has come in, I'm going to again go straight to the goodies ~ and plan to get a more complete eNewsletter out to you very soon,
with classes .... and information about our November Spectacular Sampler Symposium ... and Silent Auction news.
From Diane Jourdan/Sampler Cove Part 4 ($26) in her exquisite "Rhapsody in Red" series, this time featuring a chatelaine, needlebook,
thimble nest, and needle threader. Diane has done her chatelaine on 32c Magnolia and the other parts of this chart on 36c Magnolia
from Lakeside .

Here are the earlier parts, in case you missed them, all with VERY detailed finishing instructions, so much so that I could no doubt finish
these myself: Part 3 ($22) with the adorable tape measure cover, scissors fob, and needlekeep ~ and Part 2 ($28) includes a biscornu,
huswif, pincushion, AND the thread winders! Aren't those the cutest things you've ever seen for your favorite sewing basket?!

And in the beginning, there was the sampler that started it all, "Rhapsody in Red Ribbon Sampler" ($20). Of course, I LOVE red, but if
red is not your favorite color, any of these would be beautiful in your favorite color ~ simply choose two shades of beautiful Belle Soie or
Thread Gatherer or Gloriana ~ and it will be a project that you will enjoy spending your precious stitching time with.
And what, you may ask, is the photo below on the right ~ it is the mock-up for Part 5, the piece de resistance that completes this
incredible needlework set, a 17th Century style casket to hold all of your beautiful needlework accessories. The casket uses 3 shades of
red and one metallic. The two front doors open to reveal drawers with a storage space above the drawers. The top of the casket opens
also for more storage space. The target release date for Part 5, featuring the casket as well as blackwork smalls and a band sampler, is
February 2009, time enough for you to get the other parts ready!

Also new from Sampler Cove, "Back in the Day," ($20), a beautiful sampler with a verse that pays homage to the embroiderers who
came before us: "Duty beseeched us Back in the day We studied our craft That was the way Stitching our namesake Brightened our way
A labor of love Back in the day." Diane's other new one, "Amtrack" ($14) has nothing to do with trains but, instead, is named after two
VERY supportive online friends : K A T + M A R C = Amtrack. What a lovely tribute in a beautiful design!

From Ellen Chester/With My Needle, "A Pair of Pin Cubes" ($14) recreates something that was popular during Victorian times. Ellen's
pin cubes were inspired by an antique of hers, and this chartpack includes designs for both the embroidered strawberry and the Quaker
pin cubes.
And Ellen's new grandson inspired the second design, "Family Record Samplers" ($16), which includes charts and directions to make
three birth or family record samplers.

Papillon Creations ' "Cotillion" ($19) takes its name from the Cotillion, which was one of many country dances originating in France in the
1700s. It would be beautiful on Lakeside's Midnight in any count. Next to it, " Chatelaine's "The Medieval Town Mandala" ($21.50),
the latest release from Martina Weber ~ and there are many stitchers waiting for this one!

Romy in Austria has two beautiful new designs: "Blue Deer Sampler" ($22) ~ and I LOVE deer ~ with a beautiful alphabet and other
lovely design elements. And "Marlene's Sampler" ($13) designed for her daughter, who turned 13 this year. How lucky is Marlene!

From German designer Der feine Faden "The Animals' Carnival" ($13) ~ and from Long Dog Samplers, "Opus Magnusson" ($32), a
design inspired by patterns and motifs rooted in both Celtic and Icelandic traditions. The stitched sampler unframed is pictured below.

"Abundance" ($14) ~ What a perfect sampler for this time and place! In these difficult and scary times, amidst all the greed that
people in the headlines appear obsessed with, here's a sampler that makes one take a look at our lives and reflect on the abundance that
we have, and reminds us to be thankful for all of our blessings.

And from Pam/Wild-Heart Designs , a beautiful new band-sampler design to help us focus on our greatest blessing of all, grandchildren,
with a verse that so many of us can relate to: "The love and devotion I gave to my child I thought I could give to no other ~ But life
held a lovely surprise for me the day I became a Grandmother" ~ "Blessings Sampler" ($18) And a reproduction sampler, "Maria
Towlerton 1823" ($16), stitched mostly in Belle Soie with one color of AVAS.

And for some whimsical and quick-to-stitch projects, from Stone & Thread, "Pine Branches & Redbirds" (I LOVE redbirds) and
"Bittersweet and Crows" each $7) ...........

................... and "Acorn Thyme" and "Black Cat" ($5 each, with button) ............

.......... and for our punchneedle enthusiasts, Stone & Thread continues their tradition of providing us with some of the best-out-there
designs for this medium: "Down Through the Chimney" ~ "Noel Mitten" ~ "Welcome Fall" ~ and "Scarecrow Jack" ~ each $14.

This is a wonderful time of year, with LOTS of new designs coming into the shop each day, both from the St. Charles market and the
online show and automatic shipments from so many of our talented designers. There's lots more that's new that will have to wait till
next time.
In the meantime, we are in October, Breast Cancer Awareness Month, with many events taking place this month around our nation to
increase awareness of this horrific disease. Even our White House in Washington, D.C. turned "pink" on the evening of October 7th to
raise awareness about breast cancer. Both First Lady Laura Bush's mother and grandmother were diagnosed with the disease, and
breast cancer awareness is a cause Mrs. Bush has worked on around the world. The first photo is as Mrs. Bush prepares to push the
button.

We will continue to work to raise money to fund research so that we may someday see a cure and don't have to think about our
daughters and granddaughters having to fight the ravages of this disease.
May your needlework bring you comfort in an upside-down world.
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